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The Briefest English Grammar and Punctuation Guide Ever!University of New South Wales, 2011

	
		With excellent examples and easy-to-follow rules, this concise and practical guide covers the basics of English grammar and punctuation. Perfect for English speakers who weren’t taught proper grammar in the classroom as well as for general readers who are uncertain about punctuation...
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Systems Engineering: A Systemic and Systematic Methodology for Solving Complex ProblemsCRC Press, 2019

	
		This book will change the way you think about problems. It focuses on creating solutions to all sorts of complex problems by taking a practical, problem-solving approach. It discusses not only what needs to be done, but it also provides guidance and examples of how to do it. The book applies systems thinking to systems engineering...
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How to Lie with MapsUniversity of Chicago Press, 1991
Originally published to wide acclaim, this lively, cleverly illustrated essay on the use and abuse of maps teaches us how to evaluate maps critically and promotes a healthy skepticism about these easy-to-manipulate models of reality. Monmonier shows that, despite their immense value, maps lie. In fact, they must.


The second...
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Communicating Science: A Practical Guide for Engineers and Physical ScientistsWorld Scientific Publishing, 2016

	Read this book before you write your thesis or journal paper! Communicating Science is a textbook and reference on scientific writing oriented primarily at researchers in the physical sciences and engineering. It is written from the perspective of an experienced researcher. It draws on the authors' experience of teaching and working with...
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Arabic For Dummies (Language & Literature)For Dummies, 2006
Your survival guide for everyday words and expressions   

   

   Your fun and friendly guide to Modern Standard Arabic   

   This unintimidating guide will help you start speaking Modern Standard Arabic — beginning today! Whether you're a student, a traveler, or you work in business...
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A Basic English GrammarOxford University Press, 1984
Grammar reference in a clear, handy format. 

A large-format book containing all the grammar from "A Basic English Grammar", and most of the exercises from "BEG: Exercises" together with some new ones, all integrated into the relevant grammar sections. The book has a key and is designed for self-study, resource centres...
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IQ and Aptitude Tests: Assess your verbal, numerical, and spatial reasoning skillsKogan Page, 2007

	An aptitude test is designed to measure your potential for achievement, whilst an IQ test is a standardized test designed to measure intelligence. You are now increasingly likely to encounter both types of test in recruitment, selection and assessment procedures.


	 


	IQ and Aptitude Tests contains 400...
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Business Writing for Results : How to Create a Sense of Urgency and Increase Response to All of Your Business CommunicationsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Malcolm Forbes once said, “A good business letter can get you a job interview, get you off the hook, or get you money. It’s totally asinine to blow your chances of getting whatever you want with a business letter that turns people off instead of turning them on.”

Here’s the bottom line: If you can’t produce...
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Statistics Essentials For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Statistics Essentials For Dummies not only provides students enrolled in Statistics I with an excellent high-level overview of key concepts, but it also serves as a reference or refresher for students in upper-level statistics courses. Free of review and ramp-up material, Statistics Essentials For Dummies sticks to the point,...
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VoiceXML 2.0 Developer's Guide : Building Professional Voice-enabled Applications with JSP, ASP & ColdfusionMcGraw-Hill, 2002

	Engineer your way to excellence! This professional resource explains in full detail how to build VoiceXML-based applications using real-world programs you can adapt for your own projects. The book includes three full-scale, enterprise-level applications complete with all source code.


	This book explains the techniques of developing...
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Modern French Grammar: A Practical Guide (Modern Grammars)Routledge, 2004


	This book is designed to provide the essential elements of French grammar, for

	students in the final year of school and in the first and later years of higher

	education. Advanced learners will find much that is useful for extending their

	knowledge of French, and for revision. The book is organized in two major

	sections: a...
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Learning English as a Foreign Language For DummiesFor Dummies, 2012

	Do you know a bit of English, and want to improve without a teacher? Whether you're a student, a traveller, or you just want to learn basic English, this plain-speaking guide will help you pick up the essentials so you'll be understanding and speaking English in no time. Improve your grammar, speech, vocabulary and pronunciation at...
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